Hello,
Calendar Survey
We are putting together a monthly calendar of significant dates in NA, and are asking for your
help. We already have many world service-related dates, but we would like to include other
dates, such as when NA started in different places around the world, when the first convention
or service body meeting occurred in your community, or any other milestones you think would
be significant to NA as a whole. Please fill out the survey www.na.org/survey with significant
dates by the end of August.
We are looking for area-, regional-, and zonal-level dates. Please limit group anniversaries to
the first NA meeting in your community. Given how large NA is—we’re in more than 140
countries now!—we won’t be able to include every date, but we appreciate everyone who fills
out the survey.
Send a Virtual Hug
In response to requests from members, you can now contribute in memory of someone, for
someone’s NA anniversary, or even just to send a virtual hug. If you click the Send Some Love
option on www.na.org/contribute, after you make your contribution and indicate the occasion
and recipient, you will be taken to a page where you can select a card to send to let someone
know you have contributed in honor of them or their loved one.
The cards are made possible because we are switching our payment processor to Donorbox
Switch to Donorbox
If you make a recurring monthly contribution to NA World Services, you may have already
received an email letting you know we are switching to a new payment processor for recurring
contributions. If you don’t yet have a recurring contribution set up, you can do so easily through
the Quick Contributions button at www.na.org/contribute.
The processing on our end will be easier with Donorbox, and in addition to the new cards, there
are a number of advantages for contributors:
•

You can contribute in multiple currencies easily.

•

You can use your checking account or a credit card or PayPal to contribute, and you
have a range of options for recurring contributions: monthly, quarterly, and annually.

•

You can pause or change the amount of your contribution at any time.

•

You can opt to receive an annual report of your contributions to use in your taxes or
budgeting.

•

You can choose whether to pay the transaction fees or opt to have NAWS pay them.

We will keep both payment processors for now, but by the end of the calendar year, we hope
to be using Donorbox to process all recurring contributions.
Thank you to everyone who contributes to NA, whether financially, through service, or
sponsorship.
Together we can!
Yours in service,
World Board

You can opt out of receiving communication from NAWS by clicking the link below. Please be aware, if you choose
this option, it will discontinue all email communications from NAWS including any email subscriptions you might
have. We hope you do not choose this option, but if you do, you can resubscribe to publications or JFT at any time
by going to www.na.org/subscribe. Resubscribing will automatically add you to the monthly NAWS update list as
well. We promise not to flood your inbox if you choose to stay in our system!
Unsubscribe from NAWS emails

